
10 June 2016: Exiled Tamil victims of war crimes 
and torture say they would testify by video to 
a special court in Sri Lanka only if international 
judges were involved and their identities protected, 
says a new study. This comes as Sri Lanka is under 
scrutiny at the Human Rights Council in Geneva 
next week for its progress in implementing  
a transitional justice programme it outlined  
nine months ago and agreed to in a consensus  
UN resolution1.

“To our knowledge this is only the third time -  
after Sierra Leone and Liberia - that victims outside 
a country have been consulted during a transitional 
justice process,” said its author, Yasmin Sooka,  
“it’s important that thousands of Tamils who’ve 
fled Sri Lanka have a voice, especially as some are 
the only known surviving witnesses to alleged war 
crimes and crimes against humanity”. 

Victims interviewed in the study clearly identified 
their top priority as criminal accountability, 
including the prosecution of those who were in 
positions of superior and command responsibility. 

Sri Lanka currently has no legislation incorporating 
superior and command responsibility. 

Victims were also clear that all of the transitional 
justice mechanisms, particularly the special court, 
must have a majority international staff in the 
form of judges, prosecutors, investigators and 
commissioners so as to guarantee independence 
and inspire their trust. They were clear that no 
amnesty should be offered for international crimes. 

“These findings have huge implications for the 
design of the transitional justice mechanisms 
in Sri Lanka,” said Yasmin Sooka, “donors, the 
international community and the Government 
of Sri Lanka must take note and facilitate the 
participation of these victims”. 

“The recent publication of Sri Lanka’s law 
establishing an Office of Missing Persons without 
input from the families of victims and civil society 
is contrary to the spirit of the UN resolution and 
the normative framework for participation and 
consultation. The Sri Lankan law is problematic  
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as it does not deal with the criminal aspects of 
enforced disappearances.”

This latest study by the International Truth and 
Justice Project is based on interviews with  
75 Tamil victims in four different European 
countries. The majority had survived the final phase 
of the conflict in Sri Lanka in 2009 and 73% had 
been subjected to torture by the security forces 
after the fighting stopped, 54% to rape or other 
forms of sexual violence. 

44% of those interviewed reported that a close 
family member had been tortured. In some cases 
multiple generations had been tortured as a result 
of the conflict. “What is often under-reported is the 
extent of violations inflicted on the entire family, 
be it torture, reprisals or extortion. Worryingly 
several people reported that their families were still 
being harassed or threatened after the change of 
government in Sri Lanka in 2015 and this cannot 
create a conducive atmosphere in which to 
conduct national consultations,” said Ms. Sooka. 

The ITJP study found the level of mistrust in 
the Government was very high; 94% of those 
interviewed did not think Sri Lankan officials would 
take any notice of their views. There was also a 
marked distrust of the international community, 
including the United Nations, because of a 
perception that many countries are now blindly 
supporting the new government in Sri Lanka. 

Victims identified several steps that could help 
build trust; the most popular was the immediate 
return of land occupied by the Sri Lankan military. 
Asked what period of history the transitional justice 
mechanisms should cover, interviewees were split 
between starting with Independence in 1948 and 
in 1983 but the vast majority agreed the process 
should examine events right up to the present 
day. Victims hoped to see a Truth Commission 
established within a year. They also said women 
should comprise half the members of the various 
bodies and that professionals such as trauma 
counsellors, not members of the clergy, should 
serve in the proposed Compassionate Council. 

Overall, victims identified prosecutions as the most 
urgent priority, with reparations and constitutional 
reform the least important. A major issue for 

this group was information about the fate of 
the disappeared; 29% of those interviewed had 
a relative who had disappeared in state custody. 
There was little hostility shown towards ordinary 
Sinhalese; when asked from whom they’d like 
an apology, most said from the Government or 
the actual perpetrators, not from the Sinhalese 
people as a whole. Most interviewees wanted an 
acknowledgment that serious crimes had been 
perpetrated against them. However only 9% of 
those interviewed thought they could forgive those 
who had harmed them and their families, while 
most refugees and asylum seekers said they would 
never return to their country because it would 
never be safe to do so. 

Ms. Sooka noted that transitional justice in the 
context of a military victory requires that the 
Government pay attention to rebuilding trust and 
restoring the rights of Tamil and Muslim citizens 
and that the constitution should guarantee 
their rights to truth, justice, reparation and the 
guarantee of non-recurrence.

Information:

Online: 
The full report (including infographics for use online 
and in print) will be available online on 10 June 2016 
at: www.itjpsl.com

Launch: 
The report launch is at 18:30 on 10 June in 
London https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/
justice-accountability-the-case-of-sri-lanka-
tickets-25670536265. 

We expect Tamil Guardian to livestream  
the discussion online, provided there are no 
technical difficulties.

Contact: 
Please email us at itjpsl@gmail.com
 

1 UN resolution: A/HRC/30/L.29 


